The Corporation of the District of Saanich

Report
To:

Mayor and Council

From:

Sharon Hvozdanski, Director of Planning

Date:

December 20, 2019

Subject:

LEGISLATIVE DIVISION
Development Variance Permit and Subdivision Applicjati~I3TRICT OF SAANICH
File: DVP00405; SUB00815 • 1876 San Juan Avenue
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RECOMMENDATION
1. That Development Variance Permit DVP00405 be approved .
2. That ratification of the Development Variance Permit be withheld pending registration of a
covenant to secure the following:
•
•

•

The new dwellings on proposed Lots 1, 2 and 3 be constructed to a BUlLT GREEN®
Gold, or equivalent, energy efficiency standard;
The new dwellings on proposed Lots 1, 2 , and 3 include the installation of the necessary
conduits to be solar ready for future installation of photovoltaic and/or solar hot water
systems; and
The new dwellings on proposed Lots 1, 2 and 3 be constructed substantially in
compliance with the plans date stamped September 5, 2019.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to seek direction from Council on the subject application. The
application is for a Development Variance Permit for lot width to accommodate a subdivision to
create two additional lots (31ots in total) under the existing RS-10 (Single Family Dwelling)
Zone. The applicant is Zebra Design and Interiors Group.
DISCUSSION

Neighbourhood Context
The 2428m 2, RS-10 (Single Family) zoned parcel is located on San Juan Avenue within the
Gordon Head Local Area, approximately 445m west of Gordon Head Road. The surrounding
land use is predominantly single family dwellings. The closest commercial area is Feltham
Village located at the intersection of Shelbourne Street and Feltham Road, which is within 2 km
travel distance. Hillcrest Elementary is approximately 0.5 km from the subject property. Gordon
Head Middle School and Lambrick Park Secondary School campuses (and Gordon Head
Recreation Centre) are approximately 1.5 km travel distance (see Figure 1 ).
There are a number of neighbourhood parks in the immediate area: Sierra Park and Francisco
Park. The most significant community parks in the vicinity are Tyndall Park and Sierra Park,
which are within 150 m walking distance.
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Figure 1: Neighbourhood Context

Previous Approvals
On July 6, 2016, a Conditional Approval was granted for a subdivision to create one additional
lot (two lots total) under the existing RS-10 zoning, with no variances. Conditional Approval
stays in effect as long as the applicants continue to renew the application prior to its expiry date.
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Subsequently the applicant has submitted a new development proposal to subdivide the lot to
create two additional lots (three lots in total). A variance for lot width is required . Should
Council approve the variance, the Conditional Approval for the previous application would be
repealed . The Approving Officer would need to issue a new Conditional Approval for the
revised application.

Proposed Land Use
There are no proposed changes to the land use through this application. The 2428 m2 lot is
currently developed with one single family dwelling (see Figure 1) and accessory buildings, all
structures are proposed to be removed . New dwellings are proposed for each of the three
proposed lots (see Figure 2).

®
•

Trees To Be Removed

e

New Trees

•

Existing Trees

Figure 2: Proposed Subdivision
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Site and Building Design
The subject property is relatively level. The proposed subdivision would split the parcel into
three lots, two lots fronting San Juan Avenue, and one lot fronting Wenman Place. Proposed
Lots 1 and 2, fronting San Juan Avenue, would have an area of 780 m2 each. Lot 3, fronting
Wenman Place, would have an area 868.5 m2• The proposed lot areas are equal to or greater
than the minimum required lot area for the RS-10 (Single Family Dwelling) Zone of 780m2 and
are generally in keeping with surrounding parcels. Proposed Lots 1 and 2, fronting San Juan
Avenue, would require a lot width variance from the required 20 m to 17.54 m. No variances
are required for proposed Lot 3.
Nine trees are proposed for removal, three of which are Bylaw protected. The most significant
is the proposed removal of tree #188 which is a large Western Red Cedar located in the middle
of the subject parcel. The removals are discussed later in this report.
The applicant has provided house plans for the proposed three lots and is willing to secure the
designs through a covenant. The proposed dwellings are modern in design with similar
materials: stucco with siding. Stone cladding accent is shown on the proposed dwelling for
Lot 1. Variation between the two houses fronting San Juan Avenue would be achieved through
varying roof lines. Detached two-car garages with roof lines corresponding to the design of
each house would be constructed on proposed Lots 1 and 2. The proposed dwellings would be
sited consistent with the existing streetscape in terms of their relationship to the street. The
siting of the adjacent house at 1872 San Juan Avenue, which is significantly setback from the
street, is an anomaly on the block.
The dwelling on proposed Lot 3 (Wenman Place) would use similar materials to the dwellings
proposed on Lots 1 and 2, stucco and siding with shed roof forms. A two-car garage would be
incorporated into the dwelling unit.
The applicant has committed to register a covenant requiring that the dwellings are constructed
to a BUlLT GREEN® Gold, or equivalent, energy efficiency standard and constructed to be solar
ready for future installation of solar photovoltaic and/or hot water heating systems. On
December 3, 2018, Council adopted the BC Energy Step Code. As of June 1, 2019, all Part 9
buildings are required to achieve Step 1 of the BC Energy Step Code. On January 1, 2020 the
Building Bylaw will require Part 9 buildings, less than 1,200 ff to achieve Step 2, and Step 3 for
Part 9 buildings over 1,200 ft2 • As a general comparison, BUlLT GREEN® Gold is similar to
Step 3 of the BC Energy Code.

Lot 1

......
Figure 3: Proposed San Juan Avenue Streetscape

Lot 2

SAN JIJAN Ave. 5treet$c;ape

(Provided by Zebra Design)
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Figure 4: Proposed Wenman Place Streetscape (Provided by Zebra Design)

**1 FRONT Elev.-5outh
Figure 5: Proposed Front Elevation Lot 1 (Provided by Zebra Design)
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**2 FRONT Elev.-SOuth
Figure 6: Proposed Front Elevation Lot 2 (Provided by Zebra Design)

'*3 FRONT Elev.-North
Figure 7: Proposed Front Elevation Lot 3 (Provided by Zebra Design)

Variances
The proposed subdivision would require a variance for lot width from 20 m to 17.54 m for
proposed Lots 1 and 2 fronting San Juan Avenue. No variances would be required for proposed
Lot 3.
Although the proposed lot width is less than average for the neighbourhood, infill development is
consistent with both the Official Community Plan and the existing detached residential land use.
The proposed development also provides additional housing close to a frequent public transit
line, a range of schools (elementary, middle school, high school and University) and other
community amenities. For these reasons, staff recommend that the variances be supported.
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Consultation
The applicant and owner have stated that they have canvassed the area on five different
occasions to discuss the application details with the surrounding neighbours, resulting in a letter
of support signed by 16 residents of the area. Planning also sent a referral to the Gordon Head
Residents' Association (GHRA). The GHRA was supportive of the previously proposed two lot
subdivision , however, are concerned that the addition of the third lot is not contextually
appropriate and would result in the loss of a prominent western red cedar. A copy of the detailed
referral comments from the GHRA is included in the agenda package.
Planning mailed notice of the application and information about the application process to
neighbours within 90 m of the site (June 19, 2018). The Planning Department has received
eleven letters expressing concerns and objections. Primarily the concerns focus on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

lack of contextual fit;
reduced lot width;
loss of the Western red cedar;
driveway locations with respect to the crosswalk and bus stop;
potential for increased traffic;
potential for increased demand for on-street parking;
loss of green space; and
loss of a potential Heritage asset.

1876 San Juan is a large double fronting lot which currently does not follow the predominant lot
pattern of the area. The proposed lot width of 17.54 m for Lots 1 and 2, would be slightly
narrower than the majority of lots fronting this section of San Juan Avenue, which generally
exceed the minimum lot width of 20m for the RS-10 (Single Family Dwelling) Zone but would be
more in-keeping with the area than the current condition . Proposed Lot 3 would meet the
minimum lot width required for the RS-10 Zone and all proposed lots would meet the minimum
lot area requirements.
Staff acknowledge that the proposed subdivision would result in the loss of three Bylaw
protected trees and six non-protected trees. The Western red cedar is centrally located on the
lot, and was proposed for removal to allow for the two lot subdivision previously mentioned in
this report. Three trees are proposed to be planted on site plus two boulevard trees.
The servicing requirements for the proposed subdivision would require that the proposed
driveway for Lot 1 be located at minimum 3 m away from the south east property line. This
would result in the driveway being relocated further from the bus stop than the location which
was presented to the community. The addition of two homes through the proposed subdivision
would result in a minor increase in population and vehicle and pedestrian movement in the area
and Engineering has not identified any further concerns.
The existing house located at 1876 San Juan Avenue is a 1924 character home with stucco
cladding and a hip rood . The house is not listed on the Saanich Heritage Register (2008) and
therefore is not a protected structure.
ALTERNATIVES
1. That Council approve the recommendations as outlined in the staff report (Staff

Recommendation supporting the application, subject to conditions).
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2. That Council reject the recommendations as outlined in the staff report.
3. That Council provide alternate direction to Staff.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

The proposal has no immediate implications related to the District of Saanich Financial Plan.
STRATEGIC PLAN IMPLICATIONS

The proposal has no implications related to the District of Saanich 2019 - 2023 Strategic Plan.
PLANNING IMPLICATIONS

Policy
The following Saanich Planning Policies are most applicable to the subject proposal:
Official Community Plan (2008)
"Support and implement the eight strategic initiatives of the Regional Growth
Strategy, namely: Keep urban settlement compact; Protect the integrity of rural
communities; Protect regional green and blue space; Manage natural resources and
the environment sustainably; Build complete communities; Improve housing
affordability; Increase transportation choice; and Strengthen the regional economy."

4.2.1.1

4.2. 1.2

"Maintain the Urban Containment Boundary as the principal tool for growth
management in Saanich, and encourage all new development to locate within the
Urban Containment Boundary."

4.2.1.14

"Encourage the use of 'green technologies' in the design of all new buildings."

4.2.2.3

"Consider the use of variances to development control bylaws where they would
achieve a more appropriate development in terms of streetscape, pedestrian
environment, view protection, overall site design, and compatibility with
neighbourhood character and adjoining properties."

4.2.4.3

"Support the following building types and land uses in Neighbourhoods:
• single family dwellings;
• duplexes, tri-plexes, and four-plexes;
• townhouses;
• low-rise residential (up to 4 storeys); and
• mixed-use (commercial/residential)(up to 4 storeys)."

Gordon Head Local Area Plan ( 1997)
5.1

"Maintain single family housing as the principle form of development."

5.7

"Ensure new residential subdivisions respect environmental sensitivities within
adjacent municipal parks through consideration of lot size, setbacks, building height,
tree retention, and servicing."
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Analysis
The proposal is consistent with the Official Community Plan which contemplates limited infill in
the neighbourhoods inside the Urban Containment Boundary. The proposed lot width of
17.54 m for Lots 1 and 2, would be slightly narrower than the majority of lots fronting this section
of San Juan Avenue, which generally exceed the minimum lot width of 20m for the RS-10
(Single Family Dwelling) Zone. The lots would be consistent with the existing lot pattern and the
minimum site area for the RS-10 Zone. The proposed subdivision, with a total of three lots,
would provide an infill housing opportunity in an established neighbourhood without significant
altering the character of the streetscape.
The previously proposed subdivision under the RS-10 (Single Family Dwelling) Zone for one
additional lot (two lots total) would have also resulted in the loss of the Western red cedar, due
to its central location on the site. The applicant proposes to plant a total of five trees, three
on-site trees and two boulevard trees.
The subject proposal would add two additional houses into the neighbourhood. A range of
schools (elementary, middle school , high school and University) exist within easy
walking/cycling distance.
The Official Community Plan notes that building style, exterior finish, massing, and height are
factors that impact the ability of a new development to integrate into established
n·eighbourhoods. In addition, the Official Community Plan encourages the use of "green
technologies" in the design of all new buildings. In this case, the applicant has indicated a
willingness to commit to specific house designs and to construct the new dwellings to include
the installation of the necessary conduits to be solar ready for future installation of photovoltaic
and/or solar hot water systems.
Overall, the proposal is consistent with the Official Community Plan and the Gordon Head Local
Area Plan . The requested variance to reduce lot width from 20m to 17.54 m for each of the two
lots fronting San Juan Avenue would allow the subdivision to be approved under the existing
RS-10 zoning. The proposed lot width is adequate to create suitable building envelopes on the
lots without requiring a side yard setback variance. Given the above noted issues staff
recommend that the variance be supported.

Servicing
The development servicing requirements for the proposed subdivision are consistent with an
infill subdivision in the urban area. New or upgraded services for water and sewer would be
provided for all proposed lots. Stormwater management must be provided in accordance with
the requirements of Schedule H "Engineering Specifications" of the Subdivision Bylaw. This
subdivision is within a Type II watershed area which requires storm water storage, oil/grit
separator or grass swale and sediment basin. Permeable pavers and stormwater infiltration
systems are proposed.
Environment
A Construction Impact Assessment and Tree Preservation Plan was prepared by Talbot
Mackenzie & Associates. The site contains a large Western Cedar just southeast of the centre
of the property, which is proposed for removal to accommodate the subdivision. The loss of the
tree would be compensated by planting of three replacement trees on the site. Native trees,
shrubs and other plants are encouraged for planting. In addition to the onsite plantings, two
new boulevard trees are to be provided .
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A Bylaw protected Douglas Fir on the neighbouring property at 1880 San Juan Avenue will
require an arborist's supervision when servicing excavation occurs and it is recommended by
the arborists that the servicing be moved away from this tree. In addition, the consulting arborist
has provided other recommendations for the protection of the remaining trees.
If the subject Development Variance Permit application is supported, the arborist's
recommendations will be referred to the Approving Officer for consideration as part of the
subdivision process.
Stormwater would be managed with permeable pavers for the driveways and stormwater
infiltration systems are proposed on each proposed lot. The proposed lot coverages are below
the maximum permitted 40% .
The applicant has committed to an Energuide 82, or equivalent, energy efficiency standard. The
applicant would also construct the dwellings for future installation of the necessary conduits to
be solar ready for future installation of photovoltaic and/or solar hot water systems. These
commitments would be secured by covenant. On December 3, 2018, Council adopted BC
Energy Step Code. As of June 1, 2019, all Part 9 buildings are required to achieve Step 1 of the
BC Energy Step Code. On January 1, 2020 the Building Bylaw will be requiring Part 9
buildings, over 1,200 ft 2 to achieve Step 2.
CONCLUSION
The subject application is for a Development Variance Permit to accommodate a subdivision
resulting in two additional lots {there lots total) for single family dwelling use. Variances are
requested for lot width on proposed Lots 1 and 2.
The proposal is consistent with both the Official Community Plan which contemplates limited
infill in neighbourhoods within the Urban Containment Boundary, as well as the Gordon Head
Local Area Plan which acknowledges that there are several large lots in the area that may be
considered for subdivision under the existing single family zoning.
The site is within convenient walking/cycling distance of schools, parks and public transit. While
market housing, the three new houses on smaller lots would increase the stock of single family
dwellings in Saanich.
The general design, massing and siting of the proposed buildings is compatible with other single
family dwellings in the neighbourhood and the applicant is will ing to secure the house plans by
covenant.
For the above-noted reasons, staff recommend that the Development Variance Permit
application be supported.
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Prepared by:

Manager of Current Planning

Approved by:

-~~~
Director of Planning

gl{jsp

Attachments

ADMINISTRATOR'S COMMENTS:
I endorse the recommendation from the Director of Planning.

Paul
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DEVELOPMENT VARIANCE PERMIT

To:

Amarj it S. Purewal and Manjeet K. Purewal
1876 San Juan Avenue
Victoria BC VSN 2J2
(herein called "the Owner")

Lot 4, Section 85, Victoria District, Plan 22807 Except Part in Plan 26423
1876 San Juan Avenue
(herein called "the lands")

1.

This Development Variance Permit is issued subject to compliance with all of the Bylaws
of the Municipality applicable thereto, except as specifically varied or supplemented by
the Permit.

2.

This Development Variance Permit applies to the lands.

3.

The owner has submitted to the Approving Officer a tentative plan of subdivision to
subdivide Lot 4 into three lots as shown on the plan of subdivision prepared by Zebra
Design received on September 05 , 2019, a copy of which is attached hereto.
(herein called "the subdivision'J

4.

The Development Variance Permit varies the provisions of the Zoning Bylaw 2003, as
follows:
(a)

5.

By varying the minimum lot width provided by Section 230.6(a) of Schedule 230
attached to the Zoning Bylaw, 2003, No. 8200, in respect to proposed Lots 1 and
2 of the subdivision from 20.0 m to 17.54 m.

This Perm it is not a Building Permit.

AUTHORIZING RESOLUTION PASSED BY THE MUNICIPAL COU NCIL ON THE

----------------------ISSUED THI S

DAY OF

----------------------- 20

------------------

DAY OF

-------------

20

Municipal Clerk

APPENDIX X

COPY

PROTECTIVE FENCING FOR TREES AND COVENANT AREAS

Protective fencing around trees and covenant areas is an important requirement in eliminating
or minimizing damage to habitat in a development site.
Prior to any activities taking place on a development site, the applicant must submit a photo
showing installed fencing and "WARNING- Habitat Protection Area" signs to the Planning
Department.
Specifications:
• Must be constructed using 2" by 4" wood framing and supports, or modular metal fencing
• Robust and solidly staked in the ground
• Snow fencing to be affixed to the frame using zip-ties or galvanized staples
• Must have a "WARNING- HABITAT PROTECTION AREA" sign affixed on every fence face
or at least every 10 linear metres

Note: Damage to, or moving of, protective
fencing will result in a stop work order and a
$1,000 penalty.

COPi
2.4M MAXIMUM SPAN

i
.!.
0

0
tD

TREE PROTECTION FENCING

NOTES:
1. FENCE WILL BE CONSTRUCTED USING 38 X 89 mm (2"X4") WOOD FRAME:
TOP, BOTTOM AND POSTS.*
USE ORANGE SNOW-FENCING MESH AND SECURE TO THE WOOD
FRAME WITH "ZIP" TIES OR GALVANZIED STAPLES.
2. ATTACH A 500mm x 500mm SIGN WITH THE FOLLOWING WORDING:
WARNING-HABITAT PROTECTION AREA. THIS SIGN MUST BE AFFIXED
ON EVERY FENCE FACE OR AT LEAST EVERY 10 LINEAR METRES.
*IN ROCKY AREAS , METAL POSTS (T-BAR OR REBAR) DRILLED INTO ROCK
WILL BE ACCEPTED

•' CAT£·

DCTAIL 'JAM::

TREE PROTECTION FENCING
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H:\shared\parks\Tree Protection Fencing.pdf

March/08
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ENGINEERING

Memo
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To:

Subdivision Office

From:

Jagtar Bains - Development Coordinator

Date:

March 22, 2019

Subject:

Servicing Requirements for Development - REVISED

PROJECT:

SUBDIVISION TO CREATE TWO ADDITIONAL LOTS UNDER
CURRENT RS-10 SINGLE FAMILY ZONING. VARIANCES FOR LOT
SITE ADDRESS: 1876 SAN JUAN AVE
PID: 003-187-748
LEGAL: LOT 4 SECTION 85 VICTORIA DISTRICT PLAN 22807
DEV. SERVICING FILE: SVS02163
PROJECT NO: PRJ2017-00885

\

The intent of this application is to subdivide the above referenced parcel into three lots for single
family use. Some of the more apparent Development Servicing requirements are as listed on
the following pages(s).

Jagtar Bains
Development Cci'ordinator
cc

Harley Machielse, Director of Engineering
Troy McKay, Manager of Transportation & Development

jlo)i ©~ 0\Vl~ f[)llnl
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Development Servicing Requirements
Development File: SVS02163
Civic Address: 1876 SAN JUAN AVE
Page: 1

Date: Mar 22, 2019

1. Storm water management must be provided in accordance with the requirements of Schedule H "Engineering Specifications" of
Subdivision By-law. This subdivision/development is within Type II watershed area which requ ires storm water storage, oil/grit
separator or grass swale and sediment basin. For further details, refer to section 3.5.16, Storm Water Management and Erosion
Control of Schedule H "Engineering Specifications" of Subdivision By-law.

2. Subsequent drain connections will be required for proposed Lots 1 and 3 from the existing main on San Juan Avenue. Connection
to Lot 3 is to be extended along the eastern property line of proposed Lot 1 complete with a private easement.

3. The existing storm drain connection is to be capped and provided with an inspection chamber for future use by proposed Lot 2.

General
1. This proposal is subject to the prevailing municipal development cost charges.

2. The existing non-conforming buildings must be removed prior to subdivision approval.

1. Proposed driveway to Lot 1 on San Juan Avenue, must not be located within 3.0 m of the southeast corner of proposed Lot 1, in
order to avoid conflict with the existing bus stop. The existing driveway on San Juan Avenue is to be used by proposed Lot 2.

1. Subsequent sewer connections will be required for proposed Lots 2 and 3 from the existing main on San Juan Avenue.
Connection to proposed Lot 3 is to be extended along the eastern property line of proposed Lot 1 complete with a private easement.
Connection to proposed Lot 2 is to be installed to the west of the existing storm drain connection due to an existing tree near the
southwest corner of 1880 San Juan Avenue.
2. The existing sewer connection is to be capped and provided with an inspection chamber to serve proposed Lot 1.

1. Provisional water connections will be required for proposed Lots 2 and 3 from the existing mains on San Juan Avenue and on
Wenman Place respectively.
2. The existing 25 mm water service on San Juan Avenue will be used proposed Lot 1.
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Talbot Mackenzie & Associates
Consulting Arborists
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1876 San Juan Avenue, Saanich
Construction Impact Assessment &
Tree Preservation Plan

PREPARED FOR:

Zebra Design and Interior Graphics Ltd.
1161 Newport Avenue
Victoria, BC
V8S 5E6

PREPARED BY:

Talbot, Mackenzie & Associates
Michael Marcucci - Consulting Arborist
ISA Certified # ON-1943A
TRAQ - Qualified
Graham Mackenzie
ISA Certified # PN-0428
TRAQ Qualified

DATE OF ISSUANCE:

April2, 2018

Box 48153 RPO- Upto..vn Victoria, BC V8Z 7H6
Ph: (250) 479-8733
Fax: (250) 479-7050
Email: tmtreehelp@gmail.com

Talbot Mackenzie & Associates
Consulting Arborists

Jobsite Property:

1876 San Juan Ave, Saanich, BC

Date of Site Visit:

March 15,2018

Site Conditions:

Residential lot. No construction activity present.
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Summary: All three bylaw protected trees (#188, 189, 190) on the property will require removal.
NT 1 (61cm DBH Douglas Fir) on the neighbouring property could be impacted by the sewer and
drain services for Lot 2. We recommend the location of these services be shifted further away from
the tree if possible. Municipal trees NT 3-5 are unlikely to be significantly impacted by the new
water service and driveway to Lot 3 if our mitigation measures are followed.
Scope of Assignment: To inventory the existing bylaw protected trees and any trees on
neighbouring properties that could potentially be impacted by construction or that are within 3
meters of the property line. Review the subdivision proposal to demolish the existing house and
construct three new houses and comment on how construction activity may impact existing trees.
Prepare a tree retention and construction damage mitigation plan for those trees deemed suitable
to retain given the proposed impacts.
Methodology: We visually examined the trees on the property and prepared an inventory in the
attached Tree Resource Spreadsheet. Each by-law protected tree was identified using a numeric
metal tag attached to its lower trunk. Municipal trees and neighbours· trees were not tagged.
Information such as tree species, DBH (1.4m). crown spread, critical root zone (CRZ), health.
structure, and relative tolerance to construction impacts were included in the inventory. The bylaw protected trees with their identification numbers were labelled on the attached Site Plan. The
conclusions reached were based on the information provided within the attached plan from Islander
Engineering (issued ~ovember 2017).
Limitations: No exploratory excavations have been requested and thus the conclusions reached
are based solely on critical root zone calculations and our best judgement using our experience
and expertise. The location, size and density of roots are often difficult to predict without
exploratory excavations and therefore the impacts to the trees may be more or less severe ~han
we anticipate.
Summary of Tree Resource: Three bylaw protected trees are located on the subject property
(# 188, 189, 190). Two trees inventoried are on neighbouring properties (NT 1 and 2) and three
trees (NT 3-5) are municipal trees.
Trees to be Removed: Tree #190 will be within the proposed house footprint for Lot 3. Trees
# 188 and 189 will both be approximately one metre from the excavations required to construct the
1876 San Juan Ave

Tree Preservation Plan
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foundations for the house on Lot 2 and the garage on Lot 1, respectively1 We anticipnte..b..Q~e..;.s_ _~
will either be structurally destabilized or decline in health as a result.
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Lot 2 Services and Driveway
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NT 1 Douglas Fir (6 lcm DBH): This bylaw protected tree is owned by the net
ounng
property at 1880 San Juan Avenue and is located one metre from the existing driveway on the
subject property. Assuming the new sewer service to Lot 2 will require a trench one metre in
width in order to install, excavation will be three metres from the base of this tree. We
anticipate this potential excavation is unlikely to destabilize the tree but has the potential to
impact its health as a result of the root loss and the species' poor tolerance to construction
related impacts. If possible, we recommend the sewer and drains services be moved further
west to minimize root loss from this tree.
If this is not possible, we recommend the project arborist supervise the excavation of the trench.
We may recommend the use of less invasive digging techniques (hydro-vac. air-spade, handdigging etc.) if large roots are encountered.
The existing driveway is made of paving stones. If this driveway is to be removed. we
recommend it be retained until the end of the majority of construction in order to protect the
roots underneath the driveway from potential damage from heavy machinery.
New Floating Driveway:
If the new driveway requires excavation down to bearing soil within its footprint and roots are
encountered in this area, this could impact the health or stability of the tree significantly. If tree
retention is desired, a raised permeable driveway should be constructed in the area where the
driveway crosses over the critical root zone of the tree. The '·floating driveway•· specifications
are attached.
The objective is to avoid root loss and to instead raise the driveway and its base layer above
the roots. This may result in the grade of the "floating driveway.. being up to 30cm above the
existing grade (depending on how close roots are to the surface and the depth of the driveway
base layers). It may also mean that some of the A horizon soil layer (rich in organic material
and roots) will be left intact below the driveway.
To allow sufficient water to drain into the root systems below, we would also recommend that
the driveway not be made of concrete or asphalt. Instead the surface should be made of a
penneable material such as permeable asphalt, paving stones or other porous paving materials
such as those utilized by Grasspave, Gravelpave, and Grasscrete.

1876 San Juan Ave

Tree Preservation Plan
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Talbot Mackenzie & Associates
Lot 3 Driveway and Water Service Line
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NT 3-5: This group of municipal trees are located 4-5m from the ~~af¥!~M.~
JfgA'fEft!:.t~6L
£ot--'
3 and 2-4m from the new driveway to Lot 3 (depending on the flare of the driveway apron and
the exact location of the trees). We recommend the project arborist supervise the excavations
and root prune any non-critical roots encountered. If significant roots are encountered
(unlikely), we may recommend the new driveway follow the floating driveway specifications
as per above.

•

Ar borist Supervision: All excavation occurring within the critical root zones of protected
trees should be completed under supervision by the project arborist. Any roots encountered
must be pruned back to sound tissue to reduce wound surface area and encourage rapid
compwtmentalization of the wound. In particular, the following activities should be completed
under the direction of the project arborist:
•
•

Construction of the new driveway for Lot 2 (if necessary) within the CRZ ofNT 1
Construction of the new driveway and installation of the new water service for Lot 3
within the CRZs ofNT 3-5

•

Harrier fencing: The areas surrounding the trees to be retained should be isolated from the
construction activity by erecting protective barrier fencing. Where possible, the fencing should
be erected at the perimeter of the critical root zones. The barrier fencing must be a minimum
of 4 feet in height, of solid frame construction that is attached to wooden or metal posts. A
solid board or rail must run between the posts at the top and the bottom of the fencing. This
solid frame can then be covered with plywood, or flex ible snow fencing. The fencing must be
erected prior to the start of any construction activity on site (i.e. demolition, excavation.
construction), and remain in place through completion of the project. Signs should be posted
around the protection zone to declare it off limits to all construction related activity. The project
arborist must be consulted before this fencing is removed or moved for any purpose.

•

Landscaping and Irrigation Systems: The planting of new trees and shrubs should not
damage the roots of retained trees. The installation of any in-ground irrigation system must
take into account the critical root zones of the trees to be retained. Prior to installation, we
recommend the irrigation technician consult with the project arborist about the most suitable
locations for the irrigation lines and how best to mitigate the impacts on the trees to be retained.
This may require the project arborist supervise the excavations associated with installing the
irrigation system. Excessive frequent irrigation and irrigation which wets the trunks of trees
can have a detrimental impact on tree health and can lead to root and trunk decay.

•

Arborist Role: It is the responsibility of the client or his.'her representative to contact the
project arborist for the purpose of:
•..; Locating the barrier fencing
o Reviev.ring the report v.rith the project foreman or site supervisor
·:> Locating work zones, where required
0
Supervising any excavation within the critical root zones of trees to be retained
o Reviewing and advising of any pruning requirements for machine clearances

1876 San Juan Ave Tree Preservation Plan
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Talbot Mackenzie & Associates

•

Review and site meeting: Once the project receives approval, it is important that the project
arborist meet with the principals involved in the project to review the information contained
herein. It is also important that the arborist meet with the site foreman or supervisor before any
site clearing, tree removal, demolition, or other construction activity occurs and to confirm the
locations of the tree protection barrier fencing .

Please do not hesitate to call us at (250) 479-8733 should you have any further questions. Thank
you.
Yours truly,
Talbot Mackenzie & Associates
ISA Certified Consulting Arborists
Encl. 1-page tree resource spreadsheet, 1-page Conceptual Servicing Plan with trees labelled
Disclosure Statement
Arbonsts are professionals who exam me trees and use their trammg, knt"' ledge and expenence to recommend techmques and pro)cedure, that
"11l1mprove their health and structure or to mitigate associated risks
Trees are hnng orgamsrm. whose health and structure change, and are mfluenced b} age, conunued growth, chmat~ weather cond111ons. and
insect and dbease pathogens Indicators of structural weal. ness and disease are often hidden Wlthm the tree structure or beneath the ground It •~
not possible for an Arborist to tdenu~ every fla" or condition th:u could r~ult m faJiure or can he she guarantee that the tree w1ll remam ~ealth'
and free of mi.
Remedial care and mit1gat1on measure:. recommended are based on the \ tsoble and detcctab.e tndlcator-. present ai the lime of the exammation
and cannot be gunranteed to alleviate all symptoms or to mit.gate all rhl. po~ed
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Liz Gudavicius - Re: Saanich Referral -1876 San Juan Ave

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

CC:

Liz Gudavicius
Chris Skelton
07/03/2018 15:32
Re: Saanich Referral- 1876 San Juan Ave
Peter Ostergaard

Chris,
Thank you for the email, your comments will be included in the report to Council.
There are a couple of items I would like to respond to and I have done so in BLUE following your points.
Thanks,
Uz Gudavlclus
Subdfv1sion Coorcinatot/Approv•ng Officer
Cwrent Planning Division
Planning Department
O.strict of Saanich

770 Vernon Avenue
Victoria. BC vax 2W7
t 250-475-5494 ext 3414
I. 250-475-5430

liz gudav•cius@saamch ca
VIIWW

saanich ca

This &-mail and any attachments are for the sole use of the •nteneled recipient and must not be dtstnbuted Of Osclosed to anyone
efse The content or this ~mall and any attachments may be confidential ptrv~leged and/or subtect to the Freedom of Information
and Protection of Pnvaey Act If you have received th1s meSiage in error please delete it and contact the sendet
Please consider the environment before printing this e-maiL

»>Chris Skelton . . . . . . . .1!111 07/01/2018 10:16 »>
Hello Melanie and Liz, after reviewing the proposal the Gordon Head Residents' Association does not support the project with the
following comments.
1. There was no sign posted on the property for the original subdivision proposa l (total of two lots) and as of June 20 there is no sign
posted to advise the public of this latest subd ivision proposal for a total of three lots.
The sign posting for the original 2 lot application was posted as required and was removed once Conditional Approval for subdivision
was granted as per normal procedure. As far as the sign posting for the new application is concerned, the applicants were sent the
specifications for the sign at the same time the referral to the Community Association was sent. I am presuming the applicants are
working on getting the sign made up.
2. The GHRA cond itiona ll y supported the initial application (sub 00751) for one additional lot on this parcel (smaller lot with new
house fronting San Juan, new larger lot with the existing house now accessed off Wenman Place) because it would be consistent with
the lot sizes and configurations on San Juan, Penshurst Road, Wenman Place, and Wenman Drive. As the GHRA noted in its comments
opposing the three lot strata subdivision at 1921 San Juan that was subsequently approved, we expressed concern about the possi ble
precedent to subdivide the few similar sized large remaining lots in the San Juan area into th ree lots, not two. A three lot subdivision
translates to up to nine dwelling units: a main house, a secondary suite (lega l or otherwise), and a detached garden suite.
3. According to the Saanich website, conditional approval was granted for the original two lot application. We question why Saanich
would even accept an application for a denser layout when the original has not been registered. Especially when Saanich is looking for
ways to streamline development review processes, it should adhere to a "one simple subdivision, one application" policy.
The 2 lot subdivision is being treated as a separate application from the 3 lot one. This gives the applicant an option; if Council rejects
the width variance, the 2 lot p roposal is still available.
4 . As for the three lot configuration, the existing prominent western red ceda r would have to be cut down. (Under the original
application, it appears it wou ld stay). The two proposed lots fronting San Juan would required variances for reduced frontages on a
street that is already experiencing higher traffic volumes and on street parking issues. The building layouts include long impermeable
driveways and two large so-called "detached garages" near the rear lot lines, which suggest they will easily tra nsition to garden
suites.
I would like to clarify that the Western Red Cedar was slated for removal for the 2 lot subdivision as well. The tree, and in particu lar
the root system, would be located in the middle of a potential building footprint
5. Under any subdivision scenario, "No Parking" signs need to be installed to prevent parking close to the new bus stop and pedestrian
activated crosswalk, which front the subject parcel. If the old brick fence demarcating the front property line is considered a heritage
asset, it should be protected from demolition.
Servicing requirements for the 3 lot proposal have not been received yet, I am presuming there wi ll be restrictions regarding parking
near the bus stop and walkway. In regard to the brick fence, it is not identified on the Heritage inventory.
6. In summary, the GHRA does not object to the Initial two lot subdivision configuration. The Housing "Goal" in the Gordon Head
Local Area Plan (p. 10) reads "A predominantly si ngle family dwelling neighbourhood w ith limited opportunities for infill housing where
it respects the neighbourhood character, natural environment, and the scale of surroundi ng houses." The GHRA strong ly obj ects to
t he subsequent three lot co nfiguration due to t he loss of valuable tree cover, lot sizes that are significantly smaller than adjacent
parcels, the use of variances to avoid rezoning, and the probability that at least two of the three lots will include garden su ites as well
as secondary suites for a total of eight dwelling u nits replacing one."

Chris Poirier-Skelton, President

07/16/2018
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Attention: Approving Officer
Re: Notification of Subdivision -1876 San Juan Ave, SUB008815; DVP00405
Dear Ms. Gudavicius, Mayor and Council and District of Saanich,
We received a revised letter of notification for subdivision dated June 19, 2018 and was asked to submit
in writing any comments on the application by July 16, 2018.
After reviewing the letter and proposal, we are writing to express our total disagreement with the idea
of subdividing into 3 lots and adamantly oppose this subdivision.
We are residence of -

Wen man Place and have lived there for ! rears.

that we will live in for the long term.
As a concerned homeowner, taxpayer, parent, and neighbour, we are strongly against this subdivision
from a safety standpoint. This proposed subdivision will create a very dangerous situation on San Juan
as this road has already become an extremely busy passing through road. The subdivision plan in the
frontage of San Juan already identifies a long driveway, a bus stop in front, a second driveway, a
pedestrian crosswalk in front that leads to nearby Sierra Park and playground just up along San Juan.
All this and the positioning of the neighbour's driveway at l l l San Juan in close proximity to the side
street of San Pedro will be a hazard and very dangerous area for young children and families in the
neighbourhood like ours who will access the area to Sierra Park as well as elderly seniors like my parents
who frequently access the area on their walks or to go to nearby amenities. We have to be mindful of
potential car and pedestrian accidents that will occur there before it happens. Please do not create a
problem here that cannot be fixed without seeing the big picture how this will be a recipe for disaster.
In addition, we live behind the residence of 1876 San Juan and I invite you and those in council to come
to our neighbourhood to have a look at how this residence has a small driveway situated at a very
unusual angle that runs diagonal to our driveway. How the residents use this driveway is already quite a
dangerous and inconvenient situation we as a homeowner have to endure on a daily basis in our quiet
cul-de-sac on Wenman Place.
Further development to this lot will make it increasingly dangerous and hazardous for my ·
and the residing neighbours and their families. It puts the whole neighbourhood at San
Juan Avenue and especially Wenman Place at risk with the potential of more parked and moving cars
that should not be allowed to park in and around near our driveway and walking path .
We already have to endure the frustration of overcrowding and obstruction to the access of our
driveway, and I am assured this subdivision proposal will negatively impact our cul-de-sac as we want to
keep it a family and pedestrian friendly neighbourhood for our children and seniors alike and our
neighbour's children to go outside and play safely.
This small pathway or what this residence uses as a small driveway for a small vehicle at the back of
1876 San Juan that is located in Wenman Place should be restricted from its use as a driveway and
closed off as a pathway for the safety of the residents of Wenman Place. We have seen far too many

'

..

'

incidents where vehicles were parked there in a very unsafe and unusual way of obstruction adjacent to .
• driveway and I do not believe it should be a legal driveway for that particular residence for the
~- reasons I stated.
Apparently, this situation became worse one day when we've experienced a parked car that would
driveway and pathway. When we approached the home resident who was living
totally obstruct .
there toward the end of last summer and asked them to move their car that was blocking riveway,

is enough reason to have us very concerned for the
This housing situation
safety, security and well being of our quiet neighbourhood especially in Wenman Place. Firstly, I believe
it is not a proper, adequate or legal dwell ing for housing and in this case for rental. Secondly, if this type
of occupancy continues, it poses a potential fire hazard to our property as these units are not designed
and built for residency and happen to be near and very close along the side of our hedges and small
fence.
As a parent and homeowner, we feel very uncomfortable about the owners' intentions about renting
out their property and what they plan to do with their property in the future if they are proposing a

mvest1gate
another ma in reason that your department must o its
matter that coincides with their subdivision proposal. We are strongly opposed to this and we would like
you to re-evaluate and reconsider this subdivision based on further review and investigations. We are
willing to cooperate with this.
For the reasons I stated clearly, we feel strongly against this subdivision proposal as we believe it does
not support the best interests of the current residents of our neighbourhood as it would contribute to a
potentially very dangerous traffic situation and personal safety on San Juan and on Wenman Place. In
fact, it would cause considerable distraction, noise, loss of privacy and unnecessary overcrowd ing
among many other constant frustrating things to other homeowners here.

I strongly believe this proposal is an oversight, is overlooked, poorly planned and not researched well

does not benefit or make any sense in our neighbourhood. We do not want it here and we stand firm
and fully aga inst this subdivision as we feel it is totally unacceptable.
We would appreciate your confirmation of receiving our letter and being kept informed of all and any
updates. We would welcome an opportunity for all parties involved to hear our concerns and we invite
you all to come and investigate and see where the properties are situated in order to conduct a
thorough review before making any final decisions.
Thank you for taking the time to read our letter as it also took time and effort to write it. We firmly
believe it is very important to carefully consider all feedback and input from concerned homeowners
and equally important that our voices are heard and understood before any decision is made that really
affects and impacts peoples' lives.

Sincerely,
Ben and Heejung Woo
-

Wenman Place

VictoriaS~
Email
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Planning- Objection to Subdivision in Immediate Neighbourhood, 1876 San Juan Ave

...

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:
Attachments:

Patrick Nahirney '"planning@saani~aanich.ca>

07/05/2018 13:48
Objection to Subdivision in Immediate Neighbourhood , 1876 San Juan Ave
Objection to Subdivision Application July 7-2018.pdf

-------

Re: File SUB00815; DVP00405, Subdivision of 1876 San Juan Ave

Dear Ms. Gudavicius, Mayor and Council,
the lot with a
I am writing this letter in disagreement with the proposed subdivision at 1876 San Juan
beautiful historical style farm house
to my dwelling at Penshurst Rd
·The lot is definitely not suited for 3 parcels and would impact the way the neighbourhood could
change in the future (by that I mean overcrowding of houses). In my opinion this is an avaricious
owner/developer who does not care about the neighbourhood and how it was designed by Saanich to have
designated green space and regular sized lots. I am completely opposed to the 3 parcel subdivision and this
application should be revised to have only 2 lots maximum. Not only will it set a bad precedence, it will impact
the San Juan Ave area and make an already busy street even busier.

I

Thank you for your consideration and I trust you understand my concerns,

Patrick Nahirney
HomeOwner
Penshurst Rd
Victoria, B ~
PDF file attached.

07/06/2018

~enshurst Road, Victoria. B.C-

To The Approving Officer, Mayor and Council, District of Saanich,
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Re: Subdivision of 1876 San Juan Avenue. File SUB00815; DVP00405

•l

Dear Ms. Gudavicius, Mayor and Council,

I
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We were appalled to receive a notification of Subdivision dated June 11, wit A

3, 2018. Then with no apology, a second letter of subdivision dated June 19, based on an application
from December 21, 2017. This then had a timeline for community response of July 16. What is going on?
We know that Saanich's original planning for all properties on the north side of San Juan Ave., down to
the sea state that only one house can be built on a regular size lot. ( No duplexes or skinny lots or houses
are permitted ).
This subdivision proposal will create a very dangerous situation on San Juan Ave., which has already
become a very busy road and bus route where full size buses travel.

-rR.Af'R(_, .

The subdivision plan frontage shows from East to West : A driveway, a bus stop, a second driveway, a
crosswa lk, the neighbour's driveway and the intersection of San Juan and San Pedro all in close
proximity. This frontage is simply not wide enough, and is a recipe for disaster for pedestrians and
vehicular traffic. •
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There is an easement for the gas and sewer line that runs along the east side of the property, which
further restricts the usable size of the frontage for the proposed lots #1 and #2. The frontage is simply
not wide enough to support two houses on the front lot.
With higher density housing, greater than what Saanich originally set out for this area, and zoned for;
the noise, traffic congestion, and loss of privacy will be sorely felt. It also sets a precedent for future high
density monster houses to be built in our area, thus destroying the fabric of our neighbourhood.
The existing house on the property is a 1 one of a kind 1 farm house built back in the 1920's and has been
restored and well maintained. It should be considered as a heritage house, with a heritage designation.
There is a very small driveway access off Wen man to service the lot at the back of the property, which
will not fit the needs of this proposal.
The proposal is not in keeping with the existing homes in the area, which are all built on regular ssize
lots. The proposed houses in the front are too big, with a small footprint, (much like a detached duplex) .
How tall are these new homes going to be?
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There are two large native red cedar trees on the property that are
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There is also an oak tree in the back yard. There are thousands of dollars ~J~nbdodeAar-61¥-tre-es-on the front part of the property, and some of them are rare. It would be a pity to see these trees
destroyed.
There has always been an underground creek that runs behind all of the homes on the north side of San
Juan. This creek comes to the surface in the Winter time and drains this area down to the sea. If this is
interrupted it will create problems for the existing home owners.
Finally the hedge that is growing on the back of our property at l l l >enshurst Road, ( back of San Juan
Property

), was paid for, planted by me and my former neighbour and is half owned by

us. It is not to be removed, or the roots damaged under any circumstance. It currently provides a crucial
privacy screen and protects a perennial and vegetable garden in our back yard.
For the above stated reasons we feel that this property does not support the building of three houses,
and could contribute to a very dangerous traffic situation on San Juan Ave. We feel strongly that this
property should not be subdivided to house three homes, but should remain as a development for two
houses only.
We appreciate all parties involved hearing our concerns.

Sincerely,

Marie and Colin Green.

